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Sample Itinerary

Touch down, Gourmet
Lunch, Powerboat
Your car awaits: after a short flight to
Catania, a member of our crew will escort you
to your hotel
Settle in and freshen up – then it’s time for a
gourmet lunch in stunning Taormina
Hit the waves on a powerboat for a tour of
Sicily’s breathtaking coastline
Out on the town for a superb dinner and
drinks at Trattoria Tischi Taschi
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Boat cruise, lunch,
DJ, partying
It’s volcanic: cruise through the wild islands of
the Aeolian, stopping for a swim as you go
The Italian Job: go retro as you zip around the
island on scooters and buggies
Time to chill: relax over lunch at Locanda del
Positino, then make the most of the open bar
and DJ. Watch out for miniature volcanic
eruptions in the distance!
It’s party time! Head back to Taormina for a
spectacular dinner, followed by a night on
the town
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Fiat 500 convoy, splash
tubing, gala dinner
Put the pedal to the metal: Roar through
the Sicilian countryside in a fleet of Fiat 500s!
The Don’s waiting for you: at the famous
Villa Corleone, scene of The Godfather
Wet & wild: make a splash tubing in the
Alcantra River
Party like a local enjoy a gourmet meal at
La Giara, then hit the local nightspots
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“ From coming up with an
idea through to delivering the
incentive trip the team at Freshly Squeezed
were first class. Their attention to detail is second
to none, their focus and passion to make the
trip sensational for all the guests was consistent and
impressive. I can’t recommend them highly
enough, they are a company that really
does go the extra mile in
customer service.”

Join the party, call 0845 688 4740

Mount Etna 4x4
buggy adventure
Head up to Mount Etna for a 4-wheel
buggying adventure!
Time to chill over a wine tasting lunch at
Gamino
Private transfer to the airport for your flight
back to the UK

info@freshlysqueezedevents.com
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0845 688 4740
Where glamour meets action!
If you can’t make up your mind whether to chill out or ramp up the
action, there’s only one answer – Sicily! This incredible island
really does have it all: from fiery volcanoes to tranquil seas,
postcard-perfect villages to glamorous nightlife, and laid-back
beach bars to seat-of-the pants outdoor activities.
Four days on Sicily will leave you breathless and begging for more –
more sun, more fun, more glamour and more action! Take to the
roads in a Fiat 50o rally, go tubing in the wild waters of the Alcantra
River, sip the finest wines in stunning vineyards – and bust some
serious moves in Taormina’s top nightclubs.
Sicily’s waiting for you!

Freshly Squeezed Events has been wowing
the business world since 2005. We are experts in
running amazing incentives and incredible destinations,
around the world, all play host to our bespoke events.
We always push the boundaries to create ‘itineraries of a
lifetime’ so that we can execute something out of this
world for you. Our passionate team, years of experience,
unique insight and fantastic global
contacts enable FSE to deliver the
ultimate incentives.

Join the party, call 0845 688 4740
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